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Independent Tests Prove Exotics Unbeatable! 
 

Batavia, IL (February 17, 2015) – An independent robot club test performed at Golf Laboratories, Inc. in San 
Diego, California, confirms that the Exotics E8 Beta fairway wood is truly the longest fairway wood in golf. The 
E8 Beta was tested against the newest fairway woods on the market and the results continue to support 
‘Exotics legendary distance’ reputation and distinguish the technology as the best in the market place. 
 
“The E8 Beta fairway wood dominated this test,” stated David Glod, president and founder of Tour Edge Golf.  
“The advanced Beta Titanium cup face is the leading factor in its success.  Titanium is stronger than other 
materials which allows us to make it thinner for more spring like effect and faster ball speeds, equaling more 
distance.  Our cup face technology combined with combo brazing is our perfect recipe for maximum distance 
and performance.” 

 
The E8 product line features Tour Edge’s lifetime warranty and 30-day play guarantee.  Exotics E8 Beta fairway 
wood stock shaft is the Aldila Rogue Silver and Black. E8 Beta model: 3 (12 degree), 3 (13 degree), 3 (15 
degree), 4 (16.5 degree), 5 (18 degree).  Suggested retail E8 Beta $299.99.  For more information, call (800) 
515-3343 or visit www.touredge.com. 

 

Located in Batavia, IL, Tour Edge manufacturers and sells golf clubs under both the Exotics and Tour Edge 

brands.  Exotics golf clubs are for those who demand the finest performing golf clubs in the world.  With 

experienced designers and smaller production runs, Exotics by Tour Edge can bring futuristic technologies to 

the marketplace months, even years, ahead of its time. Exotics’ manufactures the finest quality, high-

technology golf clubs and hand-assembles them one club at a time.  The company’s clubs are distributed 

throughout the United States and the world.  High resolution images are available at www.touredge.com 

(select media site). 
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